WEATHERFORD, PARKER COUNTY (WEA)

Owner: PARKER OAKS AIRPORT LP
3704A BENBROOK HWY
FT. WORTH, TX. 76116
Phone: 817-599-9210

Manager: PORTER CRAWFORD
331 ADISON DRIVE
HUDSON OAKS, TX 76087
817-599-9210
817-718-5371

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: 8:00AM-6:00PM

FUEL: 100LL (FOR AVAILABILITY CALL 817-599-9210)

REPAIRS: Airframe: NONE   Power Plant: NONE

LIGHTS: DSK-DWN   UNICOM/CTAF: 122.7

REMARKS: FOOD (1/5 MI); LODGING (6 MI); FLT INSTRUCTION; LANDING PROHIBITED BY ACFT OVER 8500 LBS GROSS WEIGHT; WEST-SIDE ACCESS TAXIWAY PRIVATE-USE ONLY; AIRPORT CLOSED to TRANSIENT STUDENT TRAFFIC

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: PARKER COUNTY AIRPORT L.P. 817-599-9210

WEATHERFORD, PARKER COUNTY (WEA)